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TRANSLATION OF AN ARTICLE IN TODAY’S "DIE ZIETUNG"

SLAVES AS GERMAN CANNON FODDER

"Voluntary" Workers from Occupied Countries

Forced into Military Service

Workers from the occupied, "neutral" or German-allied countries, who

have come to Germany with so-called ’voluntary labour contracts’, are now

risking a new peril: the Nazis have started to force them, by threats,
extortion and other dubious methods, into military service; to put them

into German uniforms and send them to the Eastern Front.

Near Smolensk Dutch workmen, who arrived in Germany only last Autumn

were recently captured in German uniforms.

There is plenty of evidence that such a case is not unique, but that

the Nazis have worked out a detailed plan in which Gestapo and Army play
into each other’s hands for once, as this plan is advantageous to both

parties.

The Nazis, however, draw a line between skilled and unskilled workers

(leaving out the Poles who are in a different class altogether), Foreign
skilled workers represent only a fraction of the total of 25,000,000

foreigners employed in the Reich. As those skilled workers are urgently

needed by the German armaments industry, they run less risk of being put

in the army.

Disagreeable Incidents

Incidents of all kinds seem to have been responsible for the new

measure. It cannot be ascertained whether sabotage acts had increased.

Many so-called "Wirtschaftsfuhrer", however, among them Director Beck

of the Daimler-Benz-Works, have publicly complained about the lack of

discipline among foreign workers, the slow rate at which they work and the

alleged fact that these workers regard their jobs more from a financial angle

than from that of a European solidarity against Bolshevism. In some works

Germans have refused to work with their foreign colleagues.

Herren-Volk in Danger

The Gestapo moreover dislikes the fact that the "foreign workers are the

dominating feature of the street" and has "found roots in the everyday life

of the German Voilesgenossen". The official Gazette Arbeitsmarkt recently

reported that 22% of all labour employed in German industry is foreign.

A recent article in the S.S-organ Schwarze Korps - "Policy is Not a

Pig Leaf" - raises racial considerations. German women are said to be too

much pre-occupied with foreign workers, and though they also belong to the

Aryan race, the mixing of German "Volkstum” with foreigners is not

desirable.

"While realising that life is not easy for the foreigner who has left

his family behind, nor for the wives of German soldiers, German ’Volkstum’ has

to be kept pure," as this is one of the fundamental principles of the

"New Order".
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From Labour Contract to Slavery

The Nazis try therefore to transform the "Voluntary labour contracts" into

forced labour. Foreigners are thus to be controlled and restrained.

At the same time the German Press points out that experiences with prisoners-

of-war have proved better than those with imported civilian labour. So the

foreign worker is told that a change in conditions has become necessary and that

an opening has occurred somewhere else. If the worker does not agree his attention

is drawn to the consequences to the family he left in German occupied zones.

So as not to be a saboteur he agrees to forced labour. If, however,

sabotage can be proved, the victim must choose between execution and agreement.

The Great Surprise

Foreign workers are brought to collection centres where, to their great

surprise, they receive military uniforms, because they now belong to "Workers'

Companies" or "The Organisation Todt." Then they are sent in groups to the

Fast and "trained".

Once caught in the German Military machine, they cannot protest, if not

employed any more as builders, transport workers or pioneers, but are armed and

sent to the front line.

Army Command in the Plot

The new method is greeted enthusiastically by the German High Command. The

Nazis have not had good experiences with the so-called "Volunteer Legions" from

the European countries; parts of the Spanish Blue Legion as well as some Dutch,

Belgian and Danish Volunteer Corps had even to be sent home and, as is known, all

the Slovaks were sent back last Autumn.

On the other hand Nazi requirements in military reserves become greater

every day with the increasing losses on the Eastern Front. Goering's and Keitel's

journeys during the past weeks served, among other things, to ascertain how the

gaps could be filled.

The Plan Works

The Nazis have speedily discovered that the vassal countries prefer to send

workers to Germany rather than soldiers. They therefore stopped asking for

military assistance but the campaign for labour was enlarged.

Italy reports that the number of Italian workers in Germany is to be

increased.

Belgium reports that every tenth Belgian workman is now in Germany, while every

seventh works either directly or indirectly for the German war machine.

Similar reports come from other countries. A Press campaign has been started

against Sweden and Switzerland; both countries are told that the percentage of their

unemployed is much higher than that of other European countries, and that it is

incredible that they are not takig part in the crusade against Bolshevism.

Prisoners-of-War Must Work More

The gaps in labour, due to the new policy, will be levelled out by the work of

prisoners-of-war, who have the advantage of being much cheaper than the foreign

"volunteers".

Besides, control and supervision of prisoners is much easier; therefore they

represent no danger to German racial policy.

Only recently orders have been issued permitting the employment of prisoners-of
war in certain eases even in armaments' factories; they may now also be used as

tractor and truck drivers on cranes and transports.
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